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Title 
 
Effective Writing Instruction (Grades 4-6)  

   
Target Audience  

 
This course is intended for pre-service and in-service teachers, grades 4-6, to address methods they can 
use to engage students in independent writing, with a focus on research papers and multigenre research 
papers. The focus of this course is to provide learners with the time to engage with the theoretical and 
practical information for enjoyable and effective writing instruction and to use the strategies to foster a 
classroom environment that supports all writers, including reluctant ones.  

 
Prerequisites 

 
To successfully participate and complete the assignments in this course, the learner must:  

• Have access to a writing classroom or a few grades 4-6 students to implement the strategies and 
assignments.  

• Be familiar with taking an online course or have gone through the PBS TeacherLine Practice 
Learning Online course.  

• Have some experience in grades 4-6 classrooms.  
• Have an interest in language, literacy, and writing instruction.  

 
Course Description  
 

This course fosters an enjoyment of teaching writing to students at this wonderful developmental cusp. 
Most 4th, 5th, and 6th-grade students are capable of independent reading and writing, and this course 
capitalizes on that greater independence with a focus on research papers and multigenre research 
papers. Because a research paper commits students to a topic for an extended time, the course explores 
finding topics that writers can love and live with. The focus on writing the research paper enables learners 
to think about both the reading and writing connection and the use of writing to learn across the 
curriculum. The course also encourages the use of computers to make research, storage, and revision 
easier. As they progress throughout the course, learners will examine their own writing life and how it 
impacts their writing instruction, and write themselves.  
 

Instructor/Facilitator    
 
See instructor/facilitator sheet 
 

Credits   
 
To be determined by college or university 
 

Goals 
 
The overall goal of this course is for learners to develop an understanding of the elements of effective 
writing instruction for students in grades 4-6 and to gain knowledge of strategies for assessing students’ 
writing.  
By the end of the course, learners will understand and be able to use the following in their own 
classrooms:  

• Multimedia resources for supporting all students in the writing process.  
• Strategies for implementing a writing workshop that meets the needs of diverse learners.  
• Techniques for embedding specific skills instruction in the writing workshop.  
• Strategies for helping students write research papers and multigenre research papers.  
• Methods of assessing students’ writing. 
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Learner Outcomes (performance based) 

 
Students completing Effective Writing Instruction, Grades 4-6 will be able to:  

• Analyze the results of having students use a technology-based approach for independent writing.  
• Generate a mini research paper that applies what was learned from the course readings.  
• Conduct an interactive editing session with students.  
• Customize the Conventions Trait Rubric and use it to evaluate a student’s work-in-progress.  
• Create a unit plan, aligned to standards, for either a research paper or a multigenre research 

paper that incorporates resources, strategies, and assessment methods to support effective 
writing instruction.  

 
Relationship of Course to Program Goals and Professional Organizations  

 
Local stations can complete this section.  

 
Outline of Content and Assignments  

 
After previewing the documents in the Course Information, learners will proceed to the Course Content to 
complete the following six sessions, working through each session in order. Essential information 
pertaining to the topic is presented within each session. Throughout the sessions, learners are also asked 
to articulate their ideas in various forms; for example, they are encouraged to reflect on their ideas and 
experiences in their online journal. The weekly discussions in the discussion forum are designed to allow 
learners to glean information from other learners’ experiences with strategies both prior to and following 
the completion of the weekly assignments. As a final project, the learner will develop a unit plan for either 
a research paper or multigenre paper that is aligned to the NCTE, ISTE NETS*S, and the learner’s state 
standards.  
 
This course is designed to address the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) and International 
Reading Association (IRA) Standards for the English Language Arts that were developed to serve as a 
guide for teachers in developing curriculum and instruction that foster students’ literacy development. The 
course specifically addresses Standards 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 12. Additionally, this course addresses 
several of the ISTE NETS*T for teachers: I (A); II (B, D, E); IV (B); V (C, D); VI (A, B, C, E)  
  
Session 1: Tools for Writing  
Objectives  
By the end of this session, the learner will be able to:  

• Define professional goals and expectations for this course in the online journal.  
• Explain prior knowledge and experiences with teaching writing.  
• Discuss the current use of technology and how to increase the use of technology to aid 

writing.  
• Examine the impact of his or her own writing life on writing instruction.  

 
Read  

• “A Marriage Waiting to Happen: Computers and Process Writing” from the professional 
development program, EDC’s EdTech Leaders Online  

 
Write in Online Journal  

• Reflect on expectations for the course.  
• Reflect on prior experiences teaching writing to students and any techniques that were used.  
• Reflect on own writing practice, both in teaching and personal life.  

 
Participate in an Online Discussion  

• Introduce themselves to other learners.  
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• Share how they use technology to aid writing instruction and how they would like to expand 
what they are currently doing.  

 
Complete Activities and Assignments  

• Complete the “Your Writing Topics” activity.  
 

Additional Resources (not required)  
• “Basics of Writing” from Misunderstood Minds 
• Co:Writer  
• Dragon Naturally Speaking  
• Mavis Beacon  
• “Using Technology to Enhance Literacy Instruction” from NcREL 
• Wood, J. (2004). Literacy online: New tools for struggling readers and writers. Portsmouth, 

NH: Heinemann.  
• Cameron, J. (1998). The right to write. New York: Tarcher Putnam.  

 
 
Session 2: Reasons to Write  
Objectives  
By the end of this session, the learner will be able to:  

• Discuss the usefulness of Writing Workshop for test-based accountability.  
• Reflect on how to use the kinds of writing students engage in on their own to enhance 

learning in the content areas.  
• Analyze the results of having students use a technology-based approach for independent 

writing.  
 
Read  

• “Standardized Testing” from PBS 
• “Writing to Learn” from Make Nonfiction and Other Informational Texts Come Alive: A 

Practical Approach to Reading, Writing, and Using Nonfiction and Other Informational Texts 
Across the Curriculum  

• “Paragraph Frames” from Classrooms That Work: They Can All Read and Write  
 
Write in Online Journal  

• Reflect on how to build upon students’ own reasons to write.  
 
Complete Activities and Assignments  

• Explore Frames interactive, including use with two students.  
• Complete the “Results of Using the Frames Interactive” assignment.  

 
Additional Resources (not required)  

• The Challenge of Standards from PBS 
• Testing. Teaching. Learning? from PBS 
• Parents’ Guide to Standardized Testing from PBS 
• Secrets of the SAT from PBS 
• Breadloaf Writer’s Conference  
• Comic Creator from ReadWriteThink 
• Companion Web Site for Reading, Writing, and Learning in ESL  
• Cunningham, P. & Allington, R. (2003). Classrooms that work: They can all read and write. 

Chapters 7 and 8. Boston: Allyn & Bacon.  
• “Digital Storytelling Finds Its Place in the Classroom”  
• Electronic Pencil  
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• Fountas, I. & Pinnell, G. (2001). Guiding readers and writers, grades 3-6 (pp. 399-404). 
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 

• In Search of Shakespeare: The Nature of Writing and the Writing of Nature from PBS 
• Scrappy Scrapbooks from PBS  
• The Love of the Language from PBS  
• Elementary, My Dear Shakespeare from PBS  
• “Meaningful Writing Experiences Using Handheld Technology”  
• Testing Our Schools from Frontline  
• The Democracy Project: Dear Presidential Diary from PBS Kids 
• Presidential Places Quilt from PBS Kids 
• The Perfect President from PBS Kids  
• The Living Edens: Madagascar: Painted Pictures of an Evolutionary Paradise: How do you 

paint pictures with words?  from PBS 
• “The YouthLearn Guide: A Creative Approach to Working with Youth and Technology”  
• “YouthLearn: Using Technology to Create Meaningful Learning Experiences for Youth” 

 
Session 3: Research and Writing  
 
Objectives  
By the end of this session, the learner will be able to:  

• Discuss how to help students find and evaluate both print and electronic information sources.  
• Compare and contrast how has taught (or would teach) the research paper with the process 

described by McMakin and Siegel in “Integrating Research Projects with Focused Writing 
Instruction.”  

• Generate a mini research paper about a topic identified in Session 1, using this session’s 
information about research and multigenre research projects.  

• Reflect on own research process.  
 
Read  

• “Implementing a Research Process that Meaningfully Integrates Technology” from the 
professional development program, EDC’s EdTech Leaders Online  

• “The Reading-Writing Connection” from Using Literature to Enhance Writing Instruction  
• “Integrating Research Projects with Focused Writing Instruction” from Reading Online  
• “Nuts and Bolts: Getting Started on a Multigenre Project” from The Multigenre Research 

Paper: Voice, Passion and Discovery in Grades 4-8  
 
Write in Online Journal  

• Respond to: “In what ways is the process described in the previous article similar to and 
different from how you have taught the research paper in the past?”  

 
Participate in an Online Discussion  

• Respond to: “What are some concrete strategies for helping students choose and evaluate 
the credibility of various information sources? List the types of sources you use in your own 
classroom and discuss the relative weight you and your students give to print sources versus 
Web sources.”  

 
Complete Activities and Assignments  

• Complete “Mini Research Paper” assignment.  
 
Additional Resources (not required)  

• “California’s Velcro Crop Under Challenge”  
• “Copyright and Fair Use in the Classroom, on the Internet, and the World Wide Web”  
• Kevin O’Neill’s homepage  
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• Transcript of e-mail mentoring  
 
Session 4: Teaching Skills in Writing Workshop  
 
Objectives  
By the end of this session, the learner will be able to:  

• Discuss the elements of effective conferences.  
• Evaluate the usefulness of an interactive edit technique for own writing instruction.  
• Reflect on incorporating new learning about skills instruction into own practice.  

 
Read  

• "Conferring: The Essential Teaching Act" from The Writing Workshop: Working Through the 
Hard Parts (And They’re All Hard Parts)  

• “Editing for Conventions” from Using Literature to Enhance Instruction  
• “Focus Lessons” from The Writing Workshop: Working Through the Hard Parts (And They’re 

All Hard Parts)  
 
Write in Online Journal  

• Based on the activity “Conducting an Interactive Edit”, reflect on the experience using both a 
paper-based and virtual interactive edit with students.  

• Reflect on the Focus Lessons readings and videos. What are some of the difficulties you 
have found in selecting and teaching focus lessons?  

 
Participate in an Online Discussion  

• Respond to: “In what ways did you think the conferences in the video were effective and what 
types of conferences have you found challenging?”  

 
Complete Activities and Assignments  

• View “Jack’s Conference” and “Jamay’s Conference”  
• Explore Which One? Interactive.  
• Activity “Conducting an Interactive Edit”  
• View “Poetry: Perspectives and Word Choice Parts 1, 2 and 3” video vignettes.  
• View “Planning Focus Lessons” video vignette.  

 
Additional Resources (not required)  

• “Microsoft Word and the Writing Process”  
• PBS Kids Stop and Go: Writing Tips  
•  “Responses” from Misunderstood Minds 
• “Understanding and Recognizing: Writing Disabilities” from PBS Parents 
• “What Can Inhibit Writing Development?” from Misunderstood Minds  

 
Session 5: Assessment  
 
Objectives  
By the end of this session, the learner will be able to:  

• Discuss how to use literature, writing traits, and rubrics as models and learning loops with 
students in grades 4-6.  

• Evaluate the utility of rubrics for assessing writing.  
• Reflect on how to make own use of portfolios more effective.  

 
Read  

• “Learning Loops” from Introducing Neurolinguistic Programming  
• “The Weave of Assessment and Instruction” from 6+1 Traits® of Writing  
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• “Assessing Writing” from Using Literature to Enhance Writing Instruction  
• “Student-Friendly Rubrics Appendix” from 6+1 Traits® of Writing  
• “Diagnostic-Reflective Portfolios” from The Reading Teacher  

 
Write in Online Journal  

• Respond to: “What did you learn from the articles or video in this section? How could you 
make your own use of portfolios easier and more effective?”  

 
Participate in an Online Discussion  

• Respond to: “What other ways, besides using the 6+1 Traits, do you help students learn what 
to want in a piece of writing—the “desired state” as described in the TOTE learning model?”  

 
Complete Activity and Assignment  

• Complete the “Writing Evaluation” assignment.  
• View “Anna’s Portfolio” video vignette.  

 
Additional Resources (not required)  

• Ideas for Teaching Writing  
• Rubric Machine  
• Rubistar  
• Writing With Traits  

 
Session 6: Planning a Curriculum Unit for Writing  
 
Objectives  
By the end of this session, the learner will be able to:  

• Discuss and compare experiences with methods of writing instruction other than the Writing 
Workshop.  

• Create a unit plan for either a research paper or a multigenre research paper that 
incorporates resources, strategies, and assessment methods to support effective writing 
instruction.  

• Assess learning in this course by comparing prior knowledge and acquired knowledge in the 
online journal.  

• Analyze the learning experience in this course by reflecting about professional goals and 
expectations in the online journal.  

 
Participate in an Online Discussion  

• Respond to: “Share any experiences you have had with methods of writing instruction other 
than Writing Workshop and how Writing Workshop compares. How do you communicate your 
goals, methods, and results to concerned parents?”  

 
Write in Online Journal  

• Acquired Knowledge  
• Professional Goals and Expectations  

 
Final Project  

Learners will submit a final project in Session 6.  
Final Project: Plan for a Curriculum Unit  

• Complete project plan, aligned to state, ISTE NETS*S, and NCTE/IRA standards.  
• Peer review. 
• Revision of project plan. 
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 Schedule 
 
This course is scheduled to take approximately 30 hours to complete readings, activities, video, 
assignments, reflections and a final project.  

 
Requirements 

 
Learners are expected to: 

• Complete all assignments 
• Maintain an online journal 
• Participate at least once each week in discussion boards 
• Ask for assistance when they need it 
 
Materials (hardware, software, plug-ins) 

 
Technical Requirements: 

• Word processor 
• Internet service provider 
• E-mail 
• TeacherLine required plug-ins  

 
Academic Dishonesty Policy  

 
To be inserted by university institution only 

 
Evaluation 

  
This course is evaluated on a letter grade basis, and may be available for graduate credit. See graduate 
credit details pertaining to specific graduate credit institutions. 
 


